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1 
How was your experience of home learning? Could we have improved anything? 

What will you need most help with now that we are back? 

Only 3 out of the class liked home learning. 

More live lessons. 

Some maths, talking about problems, history, art …. Most subjects  

2 Did you prefer live lessons or doing the work in your own time? Live, 4 children said in their own time 

3 Is work in class interesting and challenging? Is it ever too easy? 
It is challenging 

Some parts of maths are easy, but other are challenging and 

sometimes teachers move on too quick 

4 How do your teaching assistants help you? 

In lessons, they help us keep up 

Listen to us read 

Like a friendly chat and it brightens up the day 

When we’re poorly 

School visits 

After school club 

5 Is your work marked regularly? How does it help? 

Yes, every day or nearly everyday 

Helps me see corrections and what I need to improve 

Teachers give us little tips 

I don’t like ‘p’ or ‘sp’ in the margin because I like to figure it out myself 

Don’t like marked work going on the wall. 

We just like to see that we’ve done well 

We prefer to know maths is right before the end of the lesson, 

because sometimes we worry if it’s been difficult. 

 

 



 
 
 

 

6 What makes you happy in school? 

Friends and playing out 

Teachers 

Lessons 

Guitar and Yoga 

Just being at school 

The routine 

7 Is behaviour good at Whale Hill? Mainly yes, but not everyone is a good egg. 

We hate it when bad behaviour holds us up 

8 
What would you do if you had any worries? 

How could we improve our wellbeing provision? 

Talk to a teacher, friend, parent, teaching assistant, ChildLine 

Make sure that everyone gets included in wellbeing clubs 

9 Do you attend any lunchtime/after school clubs? Bootcamp 

10 Are there any lunchtime/after-school clubs you would like to suggest? Girls football, dance, tennis, boys football team, basketball, boxercise, 

rugby, yoga, cooking, art, chess 

11 Does Whale Hill promote British Values? Yes 

12 Is there a friendly atmosphere in school? Yes 

13 What do you think makes a lesson good?  

Good teachers 

Making things fun 

Listening 

Children just getting on 

Do and learn something 

Working with a partner – even better when you get to choose 



 
 
 

 

14 What can make it hard for you to learn?  

People who fuss throughout lessons and put us off 

When people interrupt 

When there are too many things going on because we forget 

Distractions, talking etc 

Headaches and runny noses 

 

15 How could school improve? 

Longer playtimes 

Outside classrooms and outside lessons sometimes, sometimes we 

feel trapped inside 

More research and practical things 

More pe 

More of a variety in school dinners and healthier options because 

there are always a lot of carbs 

 

16 
How can we help you prepare for next year? 

Year Six– How can we help you prepare for secondary school? 

Help us get organised with stationery (practice in year 6) 

Learn how to keep a diary and read timetables 

Some road safety because we have to walk to school on our own 

 

 

 


